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ABSTRACT 
We derive an explicit determinantal formula for the least squares solution of an 
over-determined system of linear equations. From this formula it follows that the least 
squares solution lies in the convex hull of the solutions to the square subsystems of 
the original system. We extend this result and prove that this geometric property 
holds for a more general class of problems which includes the weighted least squares 
and I,,-norm minimization problems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the overdetermined system of linear equations 
Ax = b 
where A is an m X n real matrix for some m > n. 
(1) 
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In this paper we obtain a new representation of the solution of the least 
squares problem: 
min{(Ax - b)r(Ax -b) = [(Ax - bllg:x E R”). (2) 
From this representation, it follows that the least squares solution lies in the 
convex hull S of solutions to the square subsystems of (1). We further show 
that the result remains true for the solution of a weighted least squares 
problem. This result is useful for numerical methods whose (k + l)st iterate 
xk + 1 is the solution of a system 
ArMkAxk+l = ArM,b (3) 
where M, is a positive definite diagonal matrix. The iterative procedure (3) 
is in the heart of Karmarkar’s linear programming method [5] and many 
related methods (see e.g. [3] and the references therein). From our result it 
follows that, starting from any x0, the subsequent points xl, x2,. . . all remain 
in a fixed compact polyhedral set S. This fact is important for proving 
convergence of the sequence Irk). 
Finally we prove that this geometric property is also true for a more 
general class of problems which include the weighted l,;-norm minimization 
problems for 1~ p =S ~0. 
2. RESULTS 
We first introduce some notation and recall a special case of the Binet- 
Cauchy formula for computing the determinant of the product of two 
rectangular matrices. 
Throughout we will assume that A is an m X n real matrix of rank n. The 
transpose of A is denoted by AT, and the submatrix whose columns corre- 
spond to indices in the set I is denoted by A,. The matrix obtained from A 
by replacing the k th column with x E R’” is denoted by 
A(k+x). 
Let 4 n be the set of all subsets {ir, is,. , i,,) of cardinality n from 
(1,2,..., ‘m}, and let 
31n = (I E <,,., :det ,4, + 0). (4) 
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Unless otherwise specified, all unidentified summations will be over I E 3+ 
(the subscripts will be omitted when there is no possibility of confusion). 
If D, E are m X n real matrices, then a special case of the Binet-Cauchy 
formula (see e.g., [2]> is 
det DTE = c det D, det E,. 
1G4 
(5) 
A direct application of (5) leads to the following: 
A:=detATA= c (detA,)2= c A;, 
lG%Y IEJJ 
where A, is the determinant of the n X n submatrix A,. 
THEOREM 2.1. The solution of the least squares problem (2) is given by 
x = CIE4+ h,x,, where x1 solves A,x = b, and A, = A:/A. Moreover, x E S 
= conv(xI : Z E 9). 
Proof. Since rank A = n, the solution of the least squares problem is the 
unique solution of the so-called normal equation (see e.g. [l]) 
ATAx = ATb. (6) 
Because replacing the kth column of ATA with ATb is the same as replacing 
the k th column of A with b and then multiplying on the left by AT, the k th 
component of x is given by Cramer’s rule as 
xk = A-’ det[ ATA( k + ATb)] 
= A-‘det AT[A( k --f b)] 
= A-‘~A;(xJL, 
where the last two equalities follow from the Binet-Cauchy formula and 
Cramer’s rule, respectively. The second statement follows from the fact that 
A=CIA;=EcI,/+A;. W 
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Theorem 2.1 can be generalized to the solution of a weighted least 
squares problem. Let M be the m x m diagonal matrix 
with diagonal elements pi > 0, i = 1,. , m. 
COROLLARY 2.1. The solution of the weighted least-squares problem 
min{(Ax-b)“M(Ar-b):xER”) 
lies in the set S described in Theorem 2.1. 
Proof. This can be thought of as a least squares problem with A = 
Ml/Q 6 = M’/“b, where Ml/’ = diag(&, . . . , K>. Now observe that 
A,r = ‘6, if and only if A,x = b,, since M:‘” is nonsingular. n 
Note that from Theorem 2.1 we have the formula x = xX,x1, where 
Therefore the least squares solution of the weighted problem can be obtained 
directly from the least squares solution of the original linear equation Ax = b 
by a simple scaling of the convex combination coefficients A,. 
One referee indicated that the solution of the I,-norm minimization 
problem also seems to lie in the set S and asked if this will remain true for 
the solution of the l,-norm minimization problem for any other values of p. 
The answer is yes, and below we prove a more general result. 
Let f : R;’ -+ R be a continuous function. We say that f is isotone [7, 
Definition 2.4.3, p. 521 if 
f(x) <f(Y) whenever 0 < x < y 
and is strictly isotone if f is isotone and 
O<x<y, f(x)=f(y) implies x=y. 
Clearly any I,-norm (or weighted l,-norm) is isotone for all 1 < p GM, 
and is strictly isotone for all 1 < p <co. 
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T~IL~HEM 2.2. Letf be isotone, and consider the optimization problem 
min{ f( IAz - bl) : x E IFi”}. (1’) 
Then there exists one solution of (P) which is in the convex hull S described 
in Theorem 2.1. hIoreover, if f is strictly isotone, then every solution of (P) 
lies in S. 
Proqf. For a given x E R”, define th c index sets r = (i: Aix - hi > 0}, 
c = {i : Aix - bi = O}, and v = (i: A,x - bi < 0). Consider the polyhedral set 
9=(y:A,y>b,, A, y = b,, A,Y < k). 
Since x E 9, there exist cxtremc points y,, _, y<,, and extreme directions 
d,,...,d, of 9 such that 
‘I 
x = c hjyj + k Bid, 
.j = I i-l 
where X7= ,hj = 1, ,ii > 0, j = 1,. , q; fIi > 0, i = 1,. , r. Moreover, the 
extreme points of 9 are given by yr = A, ‘b, for some I E .Y+ (since 
rank A = n), and the extreme directions belong to 
G( 9) = {d: A,d > 0, A,d = 0, A,d =G 0) 
(see e.g., [4, Theorem 1, p. 441). Using the above representation and the 
definitions of the sets 9 and 6’(,9), it is easy to verify that 
IAx - b( = IAs - ITI+ lAdI, (7) 
where s = ICY= ,hj yj and d = Cl= ,e,d,. Since f is isotone, it follows that 
nrin{f((h - bl): x E Rn} = min{f(l As - bl) : s E S} and the first part of the 
theorem is proved. 
Next, suppose that f is strictly isotone. Let x be any solution of(P), and 
write x = s + d as above. From the first part of the theorem and the fact that 
x is a solution to (P) it follows that f(lAs - bl) =f(lAx -hi). Since f is 
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strictly monotone, we must have [As - b( = IAX - bl and thus Ad = 0 by (7). 
Since A has rank n, this can only happen when d = 0, so that x = s E S. n 
The authors gratefully acknowledge the detailed comments of an anony- 
?lu721s referee and Professors M. S. Gowda and M. Hartmunn fm providing us 
with two daferent proofs of Theorem 2.2. 
Added in Proof. After th is work was completed, we have been informed 
by A. Ben-Israel that our Theorem 2.1 can be derived from a result given in 
L. Berg, Three results in connection with inverse matrices, Linear Algebra 
and its Applications 84:63-77 (1986). 
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